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Kim, good to hear from you.
This is a small world. I have a Styrofoam model airplane given to me by Mr.Short
who helped design a wing lift air pressure feed from a turbine engine. I can give
you more details later. It is a well tested theory!
He has been developing it for a lifetime and finally got wind tunnel verification.
I have more things to send you. I need to give you a simple but "DANGEROUS"
pyromagnetic experiment.
It was not my idea. A man dropped steel bearings down a tube past a horn
magnet and one day achieved resonance and the the bearing went right through
the "WALL" of his garage!
What I found out in experimentation is that it uses both the "WIND" and thermo
magnetic flux changes as its power source.
I also have new information regarding the Searle effect generator bearing.
I need to discuss Keely with you at length. I believe we have a case for an autodriving resonator based on a tuning fork with a cold air, hot air expansion and
contraction effect.
We must revise our Repulsine information to stick to a "WARM AIR IMPLOSION"
technique in the inner chamber.
This results from warm air being drawn between the plates. The warm air is from
the base of the Repulsine shell.
The air implodes as cold air from the vortex effect inside the Repulsine rapidly
cools the wave plate trapped warm air.
Now, highly compressed air is sent to the rim of the wavy disc in
a progressive pattern from center to rim.
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If I am correct then a Repulsine is being cooled from the rim by the atmosphere
and heated at the center from the intake air. We would "NOT" require any
change in shell temperature. It would be a steady state effect.
If I am proven accurate in my analysis we have the "SOLUTION" to
the Repulsine. There is no reason to worry over a two state device that must first
get cold, then hot. It is a continuous implosion effect.
I want to present to the public a clear purpose on this research. No half baked
theory.
I can validate my case for this Repulsine power source based on warm air
confined plate implosion compression.
We should discuss it by phone one night. That way your web sight will be the
most accurate information in the world on the Repulsine subject if you wish to
use my research notes.
Kim has had no further contact from Nick Cook. I warned him several
researchers have been killed. I am also referring to the fellow in California with
the implosion powered car engine.
Nick is living in a fantasy world as far as his research into Schauberger.
He thinks it’s all just coffee talk. We both know there is real danger in getting this
information out to the public.
They have no problem with theory as I told Nick. "BUT" demonstrate just one
new implosion or magnetic powered device and the goons are going to look into
your personal affairs.
It’s the demonstration of actual technology that puts us into the greatest risk
category.
Nick "STILL" does not believe that Schauberger was told to "SHUT UP" or else!
Nick simply believes this is science story and not a struggle between a powerful
world government and the average man.
I am sure he believes me to be a paranoid now. I can not change that. He simply
will not accept the fact a lot of implosion and magnetic energy researchers have
met with a terrible fate!
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One day he may see the truth. This is dangerous business. The research has
risk and so does publishing the results. The governments of the world have
secret directives in regard to implosion energy sources. We will never see them
coming or see them leave. As for Nick Cook he chooses to bury his head in the
sand on the deliberate suppression of Schaubergers implosion technology. He
will probably never contact me again...A sad thing for the years I devoted to uncovering Schaubergers deliberately lost technology.
I would like to talk to you by phone about putting my research on your web sight.
It’s all given to you for your use and the benefit of the general public. I do believe
we need to be consistent however and refrain from conflicting theories.
Looking forward to talking with you again. Mr. Bailey
P.S. Kim remember that the ball bearing pyromagnetic experiment is dangerous.
I will illustrate it for you. The power level is nothing less then astronomical as the
magnetic flux is increased to maximum near the chimney pipe.” VERY
DANGEROUS AND UN-PREDICTABLE EXPERIMENT"....perform only with
great caution away from all by-standers!

